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What is the value-added of HRIA of
FTAs? (I)

• FTAs are highly complex and contested policy-
instrument with multiple impacts (in home
and host countries)

• Focus of FTAs not only on tariff reduction, but • Focus of FTAs not only on tariff reduction, but 
increasingly on behind the border regulation, 
i.e. on public policy issues

• FTAs are seen as potential pro-development
tool by most donors
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What is the value-added of HRIA of
FTAs? (II)

• If FTAs are development tool, we need to know
the likely impacts ex ante in order to safeguard
Policy Coherence for Development

• Human rights framework is widely accepted as
the normative reference for developmentthe normative reference for development
cooperation

� thus development cooperation must make
positive contribution to achieving human rights, 
negative impact on HR through FTA must be
avoided
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Current State of Trade Impact 
Assessment in EU

• Since 1999 EU Trade Sustainability Impact Assessments
• Ex-ante studies, commissioned by EC
• 3 focus areas:

– Economic impacts (income effects, sector effects)
– Social impacts (labour displacement, wages, health&education, 

equity)equity)
– Environmental impacts (emissions, land use)
+ Stakeholder consultation
+ Proposals for mitigation measures

• Commission not bound by results & recommendations of SIA
• No agreed standards/benchmarks for determining whether any

negative effects are acceptable or not, existence of trade-offs taken
for granted
���� HR framework could provide those standards
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Problems of Trade HRIA

• Economic & social theory needed to establish
causal links, but the former not always precise on 
causal effects, i.e. margins of interpretation are
still large, e.g. impact of trade liberalisation on 
agriculture in LDCs; agriculture in LDCs; 

• Similiarly, how straightforward are particularly
ESC  HR standards?: e.g. what does the right to
food entail for small-scale farmers that are facing
import-competition because of FTA, versus the
urban poor, who might profit from cheaper food
imports?  
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Trade Liberalization Gains of the Doha Round –
Sector-specific Results

Carnegie Model World Bank Model
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Challenges

1. Political Challenges:
– Relationship between TSIA and HRIA: substitutes or complements?

• TSIA includes environmental dimension, HRIA not
• HRIA has broader, more systematic framework for social impacts (e.g. minorities, indigenous people, persons with disabilities)
• TSIA neglects political and cultural impacts
• Relative neglect of economic impacts in HRIA

� Way forward: THRIA + (environment, enhanced economic dimension)

2. Technical Challenges:
– Practicability and operationalisation of HRIA, in particular capacities needed for public participation, monitoring, ex-post 

assessment;assessment;
– Improving scientific robustness of methodology (mix of quantitative and qualitative methods, role of inter-/transdisciplinarity) 

3. Legal Challenges:
– Clarification of legal status of HRIA, i.e. 

• To what extent is the EU bound by the results of any HRIA it has performed, which show any negative effects upon the partner
country? 

• Does the EU have any extraterritorial obligations with regard to preventing any potential negative effects forecasted in a HRIA? 
• Could the EU be held legally responsible for not having prevented any forecasted negative effect, once it has materialised, by third

country parties?

– Clarify and concretise specific meanings of ESC HR standards in order to develop robust and clear minimum standards, - „human 
rights protection floors“, in particular on the right to health, water, education, food and work;
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Thank you for your attention!

Literature: Literature: 
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